Rows Garden
Rows
A 21st and Guerrero's corner of
the Noe Valley map (9)
B Type of dentistry focused on
looks (9)
Marcher with a Black Lives
Matter sign, e.g. (12)
C With "Herb's," a long-time, but
now closed, Noe eatery (12)
What Obama liked to do with
terrorists, per Sarah Palin (3 6)
D Comedian Will who regularly
headlines at The Marsh (5)
Arlo Guthrie "massacree" or a
Mandarin dining place on
Sanchez (5'1 10)
E Bridge or software designer (8)
Without cracking a smile (8-5)
F Kitchen helpers for reaching
high shelves (4 6)
Like medicines that offer fast
relief (5-6)
G Thomas Paine pamphlet of
Light Blooms
1776 (6 5)
Open, as classified
Musial, popularly (4 3 3)
records (–)
H Where the "good" person in a
Take heed (+)
parable was from (7)
Apply hastily, as paint (4
Sports metaphor applied to any
2) (+)
technical jargon (6 8)
On the portly side (–)
I San Francisco Zoo episode that
Short upright piano (+)
led to a teen's death, 2007 (5 6)
Oil-change quantities (–)
Company that runs the
Rich person, slangily (3
Metreon and Kabuki 8 theaters
3) (+)
(3 7)
Mark of shame (–)
J One of Jesus's original 12, or a
Reach, as a goal (+)
church and K-8 school on
___ and Mrs. Miller
Diamond Street (5 6 3 7)
(1971 Warren Beatty
K In a way that hurts no one (10)
flick) (–)
Toys that run in the Noe Valley
Camels' Peruvian
Bakery window (5 6)
cousins (–)
Talk-show host ___
L "[Up where] it's peaceful as can
Williams (–)
be," in a Carole King song (2 3
Cry from a rescued
4)
damsel (2 4) (–)
A Bridge ___ (Cornelius
Ryan WWII book) (3 3)
(–)

Medium Blooms
Charlize of Monster (–)
Having a motif, as
restaurants or
amusement parks (+)
"I'm not finished, but it's
___" (1 5) (+)
Raiders' head coach Jon
(–)
Bits of antiquity (+)
With "Crazy," a card
game (–)
Pour from one container
to another (+)
Legendary Dolphins
quarterback Dan (–)
Fails to respect (+)
Where Oedipus reigned
(+)
Muslim law (–)
Con artist accomplices (+)
Cured (+)
What's hanging on a lot
of trees now (–)

Dark Blooms
Disobeys the
rules (+)
English or Irish
dog (+)
___ Borealis (+)
Halley's and
Hale-Bopp (–)
Make less taut
(–)
Boston suburb,
and a term for
an unfairly
obscure crossing
in a crossword
(+)
Christening (+)
Part of PTA (–)
Eat, as a meal,
in a desultory
fashion (4 2) (+)
Voices one's
views (+)

